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Abstract
This study examines the turbulence characteristics of the boundary layer over
New York City. Understanding the urban boundary layer characteristics is key
to forecasting weather in cities, where most people live. Although extensive re-
search into urban boundary layer (UBL) processes have been carried out in the10

past decades, majority of these studies focussed on the urban surface layer; our
understanding of urban mixed layer characteristics is still incomplete. Here we
use Doppler lidar observations from multiple sites in New York City to study
turbulent properties in the UBL and their relationship to the heterogeneous
urban surface. All three sites were influenced by different levels of urbaniza-15

tion. Our analysis shows vertical stratification in momentum transport during
non-neutral stability periods. The analysis over multiple sites reveal a degree
of homogeneity in mixed layer characteristics, especially during extreme heat
episodes. The spectral analysis show high variability in normalized energy
density at different heights.20

Keywords Urban climate, mixed layer, atmospheric stability, Doppler lidar

1 Introduction

Mean spatial and temporal characteristics of the urban boundary layer (UBL)
have been well-defined in the literature. Matthias Roth (2000) provides a de-
tailed description of the vertical structure of the UBL by defining distinct25

sublayers of the UBL from the lowest (urban canopy layer) to the highest
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(mixed layer). In the urban canopy and roughness sublayers, the influence of
roughness elements dominate turbulent transport and the length scales of tur-
bulent eddies (Kastner-Klein et al., 2004; Macdonald, 2000), leading to a high
degree of spatial heterogeneity. This phenomenon has been captured largely30

using high-frequency sonic anemometer data mounted at various heights on
sizable roughness elements at multiple points within the same urban area,
such as tall buildings (Hanna et al., 2007) and dedicated instrument towers
(Nordbo et al., 2013; M. Roth et al., 1993; L. Wang et al., 2014). Above the
roughness sublayer lies the inertial sublayer, within which flow properties be-35

come horizontally homogeneous and Monin-Obukhov similarity theory can be
applied (Castillo et al., 2011; Rotach, 1999).

The uppermost and deepest sublayer of the UBL is the mixed layer, which
links surface and free atmosphere processes. The mixed layer is arguably the
least understood of the sublayers due to observational constraints (Janet F.40

Barlow, 2014; Matthias Roth, 2000; Wood et al., 2010). Mixed layer dynamics
are complex and variable with height, although less is known with regards
to spatial heterogeneity in the horizontal due to the influences of the surface
layer. These dynamics lead to mixing, which is a result of turbulent flow that
is driven by thermals, wind shear, and entrainment at the UBL interface with45

the free atmosphere. These processes are critical for transport of scalars and
quantities, which lead to implications for qualities directly relevant to human
interests (A. A. Baklanov et al., 2011; Janet F. Barlow, 2014; Klein et al.,
2014). From a public health perspective, an improvement in understanding
turbulent processes may lead to improved air quality forecasts and more precise50

modeling of heat risks on local scales (Garratt, 1994; Petäjä et al., 2016)
However, the difficulty of observing the UBL at these heights has hindered the
understanding of these turbulent processes, and within a context relevant to
urban areas, how turbulence varies spatially within the UBL.

Various studies documenting and analyzing observational data have made55

significant progress to address the gaps in this field. Early campaigns to col-
lect observations of the mixed layer used measurements taken aboard air-
craft to collect data, from which turbulent quantities throughout the depth
of the boundary layer could be derived (Hildebrand et al., 1984; Lenschow
et al., 1980). Such campaigns provided some of the first estimates for turbu-60

lent kinetic energy (TKE) budget terms and other second-moment turbulence
budgets, which has been influential for numerous studies in observations of
turbulent processes and modeling of turbulence in the boundary layer. The
drawbacks of these methods were somewhat addressed by the use of tall tow-
ers in urban areas, upon which multiple instruments were mounted at different65

heights to provide data from longer observational periods, enabling for analy-
sis of the surface and lower mixed layer over a range of meteorological condi-
tions Feigenwinter et al. (1999), M. Roth (1993), and M. Roth et al. (1993).
These efforts were significant in the advancement in understanding processes
above the surface layer and into the inertial sublayer and lower mixed layers70

over urban areas, although they were unable to capture turbulent processes at
greater heights. These constraints were addressed in novel efforts to implement
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Doppler lidar for measuring winds through the depth of the boundary layer,
with studies showing the ability of Doppler lidar to resolve wind at high spa-
tial and temporal resolutions at unprecedented heights, indicating the ability75

to resolve low-frequency turbulent features in the mixed layer (Collier et al.,
2005; Newsom et al., 2005). More in-depth evaluation of turbulence in the
mixed layer over urban areas was made possible using lidar and supertall tow-
ers that allowed for extended observation periods at high frequencies, resulting
in the ability to analyze turbulent mixing throughout the boundary layer and80

its relation to surface layer fluxes (Quan et al., 2009a; Wood et al., 2010), as
well as boundary layer characteristics during a range of conditions, including
cloud-topped boundary layer and nocturnal low-level jet events (J. F. Barlow
et al., 2011; Hogan et al., 2009). More recently, measurements deeper into
the mixed layer in urban areas have expanded to capture a wider range of85

turbulent phenomena over smaller timescales, ranging from observations of
turbulent and scalar transport under a range of surface stability conditions
(L. Wang et al., 2014), to analyses of the daily and intra-city variability of
pollutant dispersion, (Kotthaus et al., 2018), and the evolution of the morning
boundary layer (Halios et al., 2018).90

Despite extensive efforts made to answer open questions regarding tur-
bulence in the UBL, our understanding is still emerging, particularly in the
mixed layer. Understanding these characteristics is of importance due to the
sustained growth of urban populations, rendering increased value to observa-
tions for the improvement of weather and air quality forecasting and monitor-95

ing efforts (Morss et al., 2011; National Research Council et al., 2012). New
York City presents a particularly complex case for studying the UBL, as the
combination of multiple sea breeze fronts from Long Island Sound and the
New York/New Jersey Bight and localized flows generated by the effects of
heterogeneous surface properties over a large area can result in a strongly-100

modified dynamic and thermodynamic structure relative to other urban areas
studied in the literature (Banks et al., 2015; Janet F. Barlow, 2014; Calmet
et al., 2016; Haman et al., 2012). Although numerous studies have performed
detailed modeling of turbulent processes or extended observations of bound-
ary layer profiles (e.g., winds, temperature, moisture), few have obseved and105

analyzed turbulent processes in the mixed layer over urban areas.

The observations and analysis presented herein are an attempt to im-
prove our understanding of turbulence over a large coastal urban area with
highly variable surface properties and, due to its geographical setting, complex
mesoscale meteorology. We are particularly focused on the following scientific110

questions:

1. What are the mean and turbulent characteristics of the UBL for a large
urban area?

2. How does boundary layer turbulence vary spatially within a large urban
area?115

3. How much do surface layer characteristics influence the mixed layer?
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2 Data and methods

2.1 Observation sites

The observation sites are shown in Figure 1 overlaid on land cover type and
building height, respectively. Measurements were taken at 3 sites within New120

York City between September 2020 and August 2021 in the boroughs of Man-
hattan, Queens, and Staten Island (see Table 1). The Manhattan site is lo-
cated on the campus of The City College of New York in Harlem, which is
highly urbanized and generally consists of mid- and high-rise residential build-
ings. Prominent geographical features include the Hudson River approximately125

800 m to the west and St. Nicholas Park, which presents a narrow area of veg-
etated surfaces, directly to the east. The Queens site is located on the campus
of Queens College in Flushing, which is also highly urbanized and generally
consists of low- and mid-rise residential buildings. Flushing Meadows-Corona
Park and a large cemetery, both of which present large vegetated areas, are130

located due west of the site. The Staten Island site is located on the campus
of the College of Staten Island and is surrounded by single-family houses and
low-rise residential buildings in the greater vicinity. The campus presents a
mixture of low-rise buildings, open vegetated surfaces, and a small woodland
area due west, with urbanized areas immediately surrounding the campus. The135

variation of building classes, degree of urbanization, and surface types presents
a range of conditions characteristic of New York City.

Table 1: Information regarding observation sites and periods.

Site Coordinates Elevation (m
a.g.l.)

Area-averaged
building height
(zH) (m a.g.l.)

Observation
period

Manhattan 40.8216°N, -
73.9474°E

35.9 10.0 15 Jul 2021 to 01
Sep 2021

Queens 40.7343°N, -
73.8159°E

25.6 5.82 01 Sep 2020 to 01
Sep 2021

Staten
Island

40.6040°N, -
74.1485°E

8.90 4.58 01 Sep 2020 to 01
Sep 2021

2.2 Observational instruments

2.2.1 Doppler wind lidar

Measurements of wind velocity were made using a network of Vaisala/Leosphere140

WindCube Doppler wind lidars, with WindCube 100S lidars deployed at the
Queens and Staten Island sites as part of the New York State Mesonet (Shrestha
et al., 2021) and a WindCube 200S lidar installed atop Steinman Hall on the
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Table 2: Instrument parameters for the Vaisala/Leosphere WindCube lidar
network.

Parameter 100S 200S

Wavelength 1.54 µm
Pulse repetition frequency 20 kHz
Pulse length 50m
Integrated signal frequency 0.20-0.25Hz 1Hz
Vertical range 0.1 to 7.0 km
Vertical resolution 100m
Scan configuration DBS Vertical stare
Wind components measured u, v, w w

City College of New York campus in Manhattan. The WindCube 100S oper-
ated in Doppler beam swinging (DBS) mode, allowing for 3-dimensional wind145

measurements in the four cardinal directions at an elevation angle of 75°, with
a scan cycle lasting approximately 20 s (Shrestha et al., 2021). The WindCube
200S operated in vertical stare mode throughout the duration of the obser-
vation period, allowing for retrieval of the vertical component of the wind
velocity. The vertical stare mode was chosen over the DBS mode to obtain150

a higher sampling rate, allowing for improved resolution of vertical wind ve-
locity (w). The WindCube 100S lidar data was obtained every 4 to 5 s for
each component in DBS mode, whereas WindCube 200S lidar data was ob-
tained every second in vertical stare mode. Data with signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) values below -22 dB and data obtained during precipitations events155

were rejected. It is worth noting that significant amounts of data above 1.5 km
were rejected by imposing this threshold, although this varied with time of
day (more data availability at greater heights during the day), which appears
to be a function of boundary layer height, as noted in Kumer et al. (2014)
and C. Wang et al. (2016). Measured quantities were detrended every 3 min160

with the objective of ensuring mean and fluctuating values representative of
the time periods during which they were recorded. Detrended data were then
binned into 30 min groups used for computation of turbulent quantities (such
as variances and fluxes), similar to practices outlined in Foken et al. (2004).
Additional removal of outliers (≥ 3-σ) was performed per 30 min group. Avail-165

ability of lidar data as a percentage of 30 min intervals per month are listed
in Table 3. With regards to the data availability in Manhattan, data prior to
July 2021 was not available either due to instrument installation in January
2021 and lack of access to data until July 2021. This data was included with
the data from the Queens and Staten Island sites to allow for comparison of170

observations from overlapping time periods, although availability of the Man-
hattan data from September 2020 to July 2021 would significantly benefit this
study (additional discussion is provided in Section 4). Additional technical
specifications for both instrument models are provided in Table 2.

Doppler lidars operated by the New York State Mesonet (corresponding to175

Queens and Staten Island locations) were also used to estimate mixing layer
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Table 3: Lidar data availability percentage per month per site.

2020 2021
Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Mar Jun Jul Aug

Manhattan 9 31
Queens 32 26 38 36 45 42 32 54 54 61 57 46
Staten Island 70 51 48 37 18 55 62 77 78 83 82 77

height (zi), based on the maximum vertical gradient in aerosol concentration
as detected by lidar and corroborated with radiosonde data from the near-
est National Weather Service office and numerical weather prediction data
(Granados-Muñoz et al., 2012; Shrestha et al., 2021). Although the lidar data180

from the Manhattan site is not used to estimate zi, esimates for zi in Man-
hattan are generated by averaging data from Queens and Staten Island sites
given the homogeneity in mixed layer heights between sites within the same
urban area (Godowitch et al., 1987; Mestayer et al., 2005).

2.2.2 Surface flux stations185

Surface parameters, such as 2 m air temperature, short- and longwave radia-
tion, and wind velocity at high temporal resolutions (10 Hz), were measured
by surface flux stations at each site. These parameters were used to derive
friction velocity (u∗), atmospheric stability (ζ), and the convective velocity
scale (w∗

s), all of which are relevant for classifying and normalizing turbulent190

parameters in this study. At Queens and Staten Island, the New York State
Mesonet operates flux stations composed of a net radiometer (CNR4, Kipp
and Zonen), a sonic anemometer (IRGASON or CSAT3, Campbell Scientific),
a gas analyzer (EC155, Campbell Scientific), and ground heat flux sensors
(HFP01, Hukseflux) (Brotzge et al., 2020). At Manhattan, the City College of195

New York operates a sonic anemometer (IRGASON, Campbell Scientific) and
a net radiometer (CNR4, Kipp and Zonen). For the purposes of this study,
only measurements from the sonic anemometer were used. Turbulent quanti-
ties (e.g., standard deviations of wind components) and fluxes were calculated
from 10 Hz data. Quality checks were then applied to the data, with data re-200

jection for periods when instrument diagnostic flags indicated an instrument
or program error and outlier removal using a 3-σ threshold relative to the
30 min average to remove spikes. The effects of surrounding structures were
also taken into account during quality filtering, as the Manhattan and Queens
sites have structures in proximity to the anemometers that may affect mea-205

surements. To reduce the impact of building effects on measurements, data
corresponding to surface wind directions with a northerly component at the
surface (ϕ ≤ 90◦, ϕ ≥ 270◦) was omitted for Manhattan and with an easterly
component at the surface (0◦ ≤ ϕ ≥ 180◦) was omitted for Queens. It is worth
noting that the lowest vertical lidar levels exceed 10zH (area-averaged building210
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height) for each site, indicating that building effects on lidar observations are
negligible. Therefore, directional filtering is not applied for lidar data.

2.3 Analytical methods

2.3.1 Stability classification

Atmospheric stability at the surface is used to observe UBL processes under215

different convective regimes and is chosen for grouping of observations over
time-of-day, as we are interested in observing turbulence as a function of con-
vective activity, which is related to, although not fully dependent, on time of
day. Atmospheric stability (ζ) is calculated at each site as ζ = z/L, where z
is the observation height minus the zero-plane displacement height (zd) and220

L is the Obukhov length, which is calculated as L = θvu
3
∗/

(
kg(w′θ′v)s

)
(Stull,

1988). In this expression, θv is the potential virtual temperature (approxi-
mated by sonic temperature, Ts) and u∗ is the friction velocity as calculated

by u∗ =
(
u′w′ + v′w′

)1/4
at the surface. Parameters relevant for calculating ζ

are measured by the surface flux stations and/or sonic anemometers at each225

location, with ζ values being derived at 30 min intervals. For the purpose of
this study, ζ is classified into 5 groups ranging from most to least convec-
tively active: highly unstable (ζ < −0.5), unstable (−0.5 ≤ ζ < −0.1), neutral
(−0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.1), stable (0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.5), and highly stable (ζ ≥ 0.5). It is
emphasized that the stability calculated herein is local relevant to each obser-230

vation station.

2.3.2 Velocity spectra generation

Velocity spectra are computed herein to determine the peak frequencies for
various surface stability regimes at different heights in the surface and mixed
layers, the latter of which has not been reported in the literature, to the235

authors’ knowledge. Velocity spectra are generated at Manhattan using 1 Hz
vertical stare lidar data for w. It is worth noting that only Manhattan data
is used for spectral analysis due to its higher temporal resolution relative to
Queens and Staten Island (≤ 0.25 Hz), which may fail to resolve smaller or
more transient flow features, especially those in the high-frequency end of the240

inertial subrange and beyond (Cheynet et al., 2018; Grachev et al., 2013). A
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm was used to derive spectra for w, with
a filter to remove outliers (≥ ± 3-σ) and window-averaging (128 frequency
windows) being performed on spectra over the range of resolved frequencies
to filter out anomalous values. Normalization of the spectral frequencies and245

spectral energy density were then performed; spectral frequencies (f) were
normalized by multiplying by the quotient of the vertical level of observation
(z) by 30 min-averaged horizontal winds (U) at that vertical level, whereas
the spectral energy density was derived by multiplying the spectra (Sw) by
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the quotient of their corresponding frequencies (f) and the square of U at the250

vertical level of observation (Stull, 1988).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Mean flow characteristics of the UBL

This study will group UBL phenomena by surface stability instead of time
of day, as surface stability is generally a better predictor for UBL properties255

than time of day. To demonstrate surface stability as a function of time of day,
the composite diurnal occurrence frequency of different local surface stability
regimes is shown in Figure 2. For all sites, the diurnal profile of surface stability
is apparent; early morning and late night hours are predominantly neutral or
stable, whereas daytime hours are predominantly unstable. Stability distribu-260

tions from Manhattan are skewed unstable relative to the other sites due to a
smaller sample size with observations taken from summer months only. Highly
unstable periods occur most frequently during the morning hours, which indi-
cates the occurrence morning transition period and the growth of the mixed
layer (Halios et al., 2018). Throughout the day, local stability gradually be-265

comes less unstable as the boundary layer reaches its peak height and vertical
mixing is strongest.

The drag coefficient, CD, is used to estimate the effects of roughness ele-
ments upwind of the sites and to help establish the degree of similarity of the270

observational locations to those in similar studies of UBL turbulence. Esti-
mates of CD were made using the relation CD = (u∗/U)2, where U is the
average horizontal wind speed over the 30 min period. These estimates were
generated during near-neutral (−0.1 ≤ ζ ≤ 0.1) conditions at the elevation
heights listed in Table 1, with results for Queens and Staten Island over the275

observation period shown in Figure 3 (Manhattan data excluded due to small
sample size during near-neutral conditions). The Queens location shows higher
mean values of CD than Staten Island over all wind directions, ranging from
0.005 from northerly winds (ϕ ≥ 315◦ and ϕ ≤ 45◦) to 0.04 from easterly
winds (45◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 135◦), whereas Staten Island mean values range from 0.004280

during southwesterly (180◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 270◦) winds to 0.01 during southeasterly
winds (90◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 180◦). This aligns with measurements from studies in other
urban areas, such as those from rooftops in midtown Manhattan (0.01 to 0.09),
downtown Oklahoma City (0.03 to 0.05) (Hanna et al., 2007) and central Lon-
don (0.004 to 0.008) (Wood et al., 2010).285

The vertical profiles of mean horizontal wind U and vertical velocities w are
shown in Figure 4, while wind directions are shown in Figure 5 for unstable,
neutral, and stable categories. Vertical profiles of U are similar over Queens
and Staten Island, with logarithmic profiles during unstable and stable periods290

and more linear profiles during neutral conditions. In contrast, Manhattan ex-
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hibits a less stratified vertical profile of U with lower ∂U/∂z relative to Queens
and Staten Island, especially during unstable periods. For all sites under all
stability regimes, mean values of U remained below 10 m s−1. With regards
to differences in wind speeds between regimes, Figure 5 shows a higher fre-295

quency of stronger horizontal winds with increasing local stability. A potential
phenomenon behind this trend is the presence of nocturnal low-level jets over
the mid-Atlantic United States, which often occur in the early morning dur-
ing stable periods (Delgado et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2006). Winds are primarily out of the southwest over all stability categories,300

with winds becoming increasingly westerly with height towards the top of the
boundary layer. Additionally, wind directions during neutral periods exhibit
more variability relative to stable and unstable periods.

Averaged vertical profiles of vertical velocity variance, or σw, are also shown305

in Figure 4 which are being shown to demonstrate the variability of w, which
is more relevant for insights on turbulent mixing than mean values of w. Low-
level σw ranges from values ranging from 0.35 m2 s−2 at 200 m above ground
level (AGL) during highly unstable periods to 0.21 m2 s−2 during stable peri-
ods. With regards to other periods, mean values of σw exhibit similar behaviors310

with regards to vertical profiles, with higher values near the surface and largely
constant values throughout the mixed layer. The magnitude of σw decreases
at lower levels with increasing stability, which is expected given that vertical
mixing is weaker during less convective periods. With regards to lower than
expected σw values during highly unstable periods, the near-zero σw values315

throughout the UBL during highly unstable periods occur during the morning
transition, which may be a result of near-surface heating not yet having mixed
vertically to height. This is similar to findings for observations over London
(Halios et al., 2018).

3.2 Turbulent intensity320

Figure 6 shows the turbulence intensity [Ij = σj/U , j = (u, v, w)] grouped
by stability for the zonal (u), meridional (v), and vertical (w) directions over
heights normalized by mixed layer heights (zi) corresponding to individual
observations. In this definition, σj is the standard deviation of winds. During
unstable periods (ζ < −0.1), mean zonal turbulent intensity Iu values range325

from 0.2 to 0.7 over the height of the mixed layer, with values remaining
somewhat constant from the surface layer to the top of the mixed layer, with
the exception of values in Manhattan peaking near-surface. For reference, these
values align with mean values of σu/U from rooftops in midtown Manhattan
observed by Hanna et al. (2007) ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 during slightly unstable330

conditions. Higher values are also observed during stable periods z/zi < 0.5,
with Iu averaging between 0.3 and 0.44 in Queens and Staten Island. During
near-neutral stability periods, the Iu values exhibit a more logarithmic vertical
structure, with decreasing Iu with increasing height. In addition to the mean
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Iu values, the variability (as shown by the error bars) is small relative to335

the mean values during these periods, and variability during stable periods is
expectedly lower than during unstable periods.

Mean vertical turbulent intensity values (Iw) follow a similar trend as Iu
with respect to stability, as Iw decreases with increasing stability. Additionally,
Iw is highest near the surface, with all sites reporting similar mean values340

during highly unstable periods (0.2 to 0.3) with progressively lower values as ζ
increases (typically ≥ 0.15). Moreover, the vertical gradient of Iw is generally
low throughout the rest of the mixed layer, with the exception of a slight
positive gradient at z/zi = 1 during unstable periods, suggesting some mixing
with the free atmosphere at the top of the boundary layer.345

In analyzing the turbulent intensity profiles, several inferences can be made.
The relatively high values of Ij observed during the unstable periods are likely
caused by the joint influence of thermally- (high buoyancy at lower z/zi) and
mechanically-induced (high shear at higher z/zi) turbulence due to high and
unevenly distributed surface roughness, which will increase σj . Lower values350

of Ij observed during periods of near-neutral stability can be attributed to the
collapse of the boundary layer. During stable periods, high values of low-level Ij
are likely due to intermittent shear-generated turbulence, which may result in
the variability of u and w (larger σj) without a similar effect on mean values.
This is especially noticeable for the Manhattan site, which consistently has355

higher near-surface mean and standard deviation values of Iw than the other
sites, especially during stable periods. This implies the effect of shear-generated
turbulence downstream of roughness elements surrounding the observation site
from taller buildings than present around the other sites, which is suggested
by Manhattan having the largest area-averaged building height (Table 1).360

To determine how observations of I compare with data from the literature,
we overlay data from Matthias Roth (2000) over the inertial sublayer and
lower mixed layer as shown in Figure 6. The black curves in the plots are
from a set of empirical relationships derived by Matthias Roth (2000) from a
compilation of observational data, which is one of the few comprehensive data365

sources available for the mixed layer over an urban area. The curves follow the
empirical relationships:

Iu = 0.259 + 0.582 exp [−0.943(z/zH)]

Iv = 0.163 + 0.391 exp [−0.563(z/zH)]

Iw = 0.114 + 0.226 exp [−0.634(z/zH)]

where z/zH represents the ratio of observation height to area-averaged
building height. The data used to construct these relationships was gathered
over a variety of urban and suburban surfaces, and is gathered from periods of370

neutral stability (|ζ| < 0.1). The figure shows that during all stability intervals,
the data observed over New York City at 3 different sites aligns well with the
empirical curves in all directions in the lower levels of the boundary layer. The
most significant outlier is the lowest level measurement at Manhattan (z/zH ∽
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2), which is significantly higher than the curve value at the same height. This375

outlier may be caused by the placement of the observational instrument in
the surface layer, where the effects of high roughness elements lead to high σj

values. It is also worth noting that while the point might be above the urban
canopy layer, it is in the urban roughness layer due to large values of zH in
Manhattan. The value at z/zH ∽ 2 follows the curve at moderately stable380

period and difference increases as instability increases. Similarly during the
very stable period the value is high, which may be due to intermittency in
turbulence during nighttime and early morning hours (Frehlich et al., 2006;
Mahrt, 1998).

3.3 Velocity spectra385

Figure 8 shows the mixed layer spectra of w over the Manhattan site for
various surface layer stabilities. While the spectra were computed using data
obtained from the Doppler lidar, they were binned based on different ζ values
calculated using sonic anemometer as described in Section 2.3.2. The x-axis of
the spectra represents the frequency (f) normalized by measurement height390

(z) and horizontal wind speed averaged over 30 min periods (U), while the

y-axis represents the spectral energy density normalized by f and U
2
. The

different colors indicate different measurement heights.
The spectra show 2 different turbulence regimes for most stability intervals:

one in the lower 500 m and another above 1000 m. Except during the highly395

stable period, all other spectra exhibit a traditional hump-shaped curve. Addi-
tionally, the lidar is able to recover the -5/3 inertial subrange slope, despite lim-
itations on resolving higher frequencies due to the 1 Hz sampling rate. In gen-
eral, the energy contained in the lower levels of the mixed layer at 200, 300, and
500 m is higher compared to 1000 m and 1500 m, which represents the strength400

of near-surface strong buoyancy and shear. The normalized peak frequencies
observed at all heights are similar. During unstable periods (ζ < −0.1) the
spectral curves from 200 to 500 m are identical, and similarly, the 1000 &
1500 m curves are alike. As the boundary layer becomes unstable, there is
higher stratification between vertical levels, as show by a shift in peak normal-405

ized frequency (fz/U), suggesting decoupling between the lower and upper
portions of the mixed layer. This behavior is also evident during the neutral
period, which is expected. During the stable period (0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.5), the spec-
tra collapse on each other with no discernible behavior between heights. The
frequencies of peak spectral energy for the unstable periods are approximately410

0.4 and 0.1 for lower levels, respectively, while they increase to approximately
1 and 0.6 during the stable period, respectively. This shift may represent a
transition from mixing driven by larger-scale convective structures during pe-
riods of surface instability (buoyancy) to eddies generated by horizontal winds
during periods of surface stability (shear) (Nordbo et al., 2013).415

During unstable periods, the lower mixed layer (z < 500 m) spectra ob-
served in the mixed layer over Manhattan follow similar profiles and trends
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with regards to stability to those reported by other studies in the urban sur-
face layer (Nordbo et al., 2013; Ramamurthy et al., 2015; Matthias Roth et al.,
2015). It is likely that, even at 500 m AGL, the surface roughness influences420

the transport with contribution from shear-generated turbulence. This phe-
nomenon can be seen by the similar spectral energy densities at lower levels
relative to those at higher levels. During slightly stable periods, spectra show
that the UBL is dominated by shear with little to no influence from buoyancy,
as evidenced by the similarity in energy densities between the lower and upper425

mixed layer spectra. During this period, all the levels are likely in the residual
layer. During highly stable periods, the dissimilarity between energy densities
at lower and upper mixed layer levels becomes apparent again, which suggests
that localized and intermittent shear becomes dominant, especially as val-
ues of U increase, resulting in sporadically yet strong disorganized turbulence430

(Anisimov et al., 2013).

3.4 Wind variances

In order to further analyze the coupling between the surface and mixed layer
during periods of surface instability, normalized standard deviations of w were
analyzed at different levels in the UBL. The results from this analysis were435

compared with similar analyses (see Table 4) performed in different studies to
investigate the validity of surface layer scaling for vertical mixing in the mixed
layer.

To evaluate σw/u∗ during periods of surface instability, observations were
filtered to ζ < −0.1 with turbulent heat flux values w′T ′ > 0.01 K m s−1, as440

performed in Wood et al. (2010). This filtering attempts to remove noisy data
and improve the ability of the empirical curves to improve the representation
of convective processes. To establish a correlation between ζ and σw/u∗, the
relationship formulated in Panofsky et al. (1977) is used:

σj/u∗ = aj(1 − bjζ)c

where aj and bj are empirical coefficients, whereas typically c = 1/3 for445

unstable conditions. Figure 9 shows the normalized standard deviations of
vertical velocities, where standard deviations of w are (σw) normalized by
surface friction velocity, u∗, at the Queens and Staten Island sites at heights
representative of the lower and upper mixed layer (200 and 1000 m a.g.l.,
respectively). The Manhattan site was excluded due to an insufficient sample450

size for this analysis after data filtering. The 200 m level was selected such
that a z/zH value would be similar to those in the studies references listed in
Table 4, allowing for a direct comparison between the analysis herein and the
studies. The 1000 m level was selected to evaluate the relationship of σw/u∗
and ζ to determine the impact of the surface layer on the upper mixed layer455

at a height not observed before, to the authors’ knowledge.
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Table 4: Normalized wind variances and fit coefficients for w at different nor-
malized heights, z/zH .

Study Code Measurement height (m a.g.l.) z/zH aw bw cw

Queens - 200 7.81 0.86 5.45 0.33
Queens - 1000 39.0 0.61 1.33 0.33
Staten Island - 200 21.4 0.50 22.8 0.33
Staten Island - 1000 107 0.33 30.2 0.33
Wood et al. (2010) W10 190 16.1 1.31 0.65 0.33
Quan et al. (2009b) Q09 325 5.42 1.33 1.27 0.33
Ramamurthy et al. (2015) R15 40 6.15 1.09 1.58 0.30
Matthias Roth (2000) R00 - 2.50 1.12 2.48 0.33
Liu et al. (2017) L17a 47 2.28 1.19 0.81 0.33

L17b 140 6.80 1.21 0.76 0.33
L17c 280 13.6 1.30 0.49 0.33

Fortuniak et al. (2013) F13a 37 3.24 1.11 0.61 0.54
F13b 42 2.63 1.21 0.88 0.43

In general, the profiles of σw/u∗ exhibit a similar relationship to similar
studies in other cities, albeit at lower magnitudes with increasing height. In
the lower mixed layer (measurement height of 200 m a.g.l.), the profiles for
Queens and Staten Island both show strong agreement with other studies,460

with aw of 0.86 and 0.50, respectively, and bw of 5.45 and 22.8, respectively.
This agreement shows the similarity of vertical boundary layer turbulence over
different sites in New York City to other urban areas, as well as the validity of
lidar for resolving these processes with some degree of accuracy compared to
higher-frequency sonic anemometer data. In the upper mixed layer (measure-465

ment height of 1000 m a.g.l.), the profiles for both sites demonstrate similar
relationships between σw/u∗ and ζ to those at lower heights in other studies,
although with significantly lower magnitude of σw/u∗. The lower magnitudes
indicate that vertical mixing at this height is weaker than in the lower mixed
layer, which is expected. However, the similarity in profiles demonstrates that470

upper mixed layer vertical mixing, represented by σw, exhibit dependence on
surface layer processes, represented by u∗.

Vertical profiles of velocity variances normalized by the convective veloc-
ity scale (ws∗) (Deardorff et al., 1970) were evaluated at all sites to observe
the validity of convective scaling for velocity variances in the UBL. The ws∗-475

normalized zonal and vertical variances are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Based
on observational data, scaling for zonal wind variances (σ2

u/ws∗) showed sim-
ilar profiles to those in Lenschow et al. (1980) for Queens and Staten Island,
with significantly lower values in Manhattan during unstable periods. This is
similar to the vertical wind variances (σ2

w/ws∗), where all sites feature lower480

magnitudes of scaled variances, albeit sharing similar profiles to those provided
in Lenschow et al. (1980) and Sorbjan (1986). The differences in scaled val-
ues suggest several causes, but the primary causes are hypothesized to be (1)
improper temporal resolution and sample size of observational data, and (2)
values of ws∗ significantly higher than those in the referenced studies. With485
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regards to improper temporal resolution, the referenced studies recorded data
at 20 Hz (Lenschow et al., 1980) and 10 Hz (Izumi et al., 1976), which resolve
winds at far higher resolutions than those captured by lidar data (1 Hz maxi-
mum). Additionally, the sample size for Manhattan data may be inadequate to
properly characterize the full range of velocities over the site (these limitations490

are discussed further in Section 4. With regards to the magnitudes of ws∗, the
values over the observation period were 2.87 ± 1.26 m s−1 at the Manhattan
observation site, 1.37 ± 0.78 m s−1 at Queens, and 1.47 ± 0.77 m s−1 at Staten
Island. The magnitude of the values at the Manhattan site exceeds maximum
values from Lenschow et al. (1980) (2.51 m s−1), which may decrease the scaled495

value further from the reference curve.

4 Conclusions

The observations and analysis shown in this paper provide new insight into
characteristics of boundary layer turbulence over urban areas, with an em-
phasis on the use of lidar for observing UBL dynamics throughout the mixed500

layer at multiple locations within a city. These results allow for the motivating
questions to be addressed:

1. In general, vertical profiles of turbulence in the urban boundary layer show
high magnitudes of turbulent properties (such as Ij) near the surface and
decreasing magnitudes with increasing height, which is expected. The rate505

of decrease with height, however, is dependent on atmospheric stability,
as turbulent properties demonstrate lower vertical gradients with decreas-
ing atmospheric stability, indicating strong vertical mixing throughout the
UBL. This behavior is shown to be similar at each observation site, which
implies a degree of homogeneity in the boundary layer over New York510

City despite a highly heterogenous surface layer. Grouping observations
and analysis by stability regimes reveal the dependence of turbulent prop-
erties on atmospheric stability, with decreasing turbulence with increased
surface stability, which is also expected. During periods of high instabil-
ity (ζ < −0.1), mean turbulent intensities (Ij) show little dependence on515

height, which also implies strong vertical mixing through the mixed layer.
In contrast, height dependence increases with increasing ζ, where values
of Ij assume profiles more similar to the classic logarithmic shape charac-
teristic of boundary layer properties. With regards to spectral properties
of boundary layer turbulence, vertical stratification in turbulent processes520

throughout in the mixed layer becomes evident during periods of strong at-
mospheric instability, with distinct differences in spectral energy and peak
normalized frequencies the lower mixed layer (≤ 500 m) and the upper
mixed layer (≥ 1000 m). This may highlight the decoupling between the
surface and mixed layers and the dominance of buoyancy-driven flows (i.e.,525

thermals) in turbulent mixing throughout the lower mixed layer, whereas
shear-generated turbulence dominates closer to the boundary layer height.
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2. Boundary layer turbulence in the mixed layer appears to be homogeneous
throughout New York City, based on observations and analysis from the
sites used for this study. Magnitudes of winds and turbulent properties vary530

between sites at lower levels, with near-surface values higher in Manhat-
tan than Queens or Staten Island, but becoming increasingly similar with
height. Wind directions are especially evident of this trend, with Manhat-
tan demonstrating markedly different 200 m wind direction distributions
than Queens and Staten Island (southerly versus west-southwesterly), but535

demosntrating a shift in direction with height (increasingly west-southwesterly)
to align with the wind directions in others sites. In spite of these differ-
ences, vertical profiles of these properties is similar between sites through-
out the majority of the UBL, with differences becoming relatively small
throughout the mixed layer. The exception to this occurs during periods540

of atmospheric stability, in which we hypothesize that sporadic turbulence
generated by localized shears increases Ij , which is observed for the Man-
hattan site. This implies horizontal homogeneity in turbulent properties,
indicating that surface effects may be limited in horizontal distribution of
properties of the UBL.545

3. The mixed layer appears to depend on surface layer properties during un-
stable atmospheric periods. This is based on the analysis of σw/u∗, which
shows that values increase with decreasing ζ at different heights in the
mixed layer. Although this result is not surprising, the similarity in the
profile of σw/u∗ in the deep mixed layer (z = 1000 m) is suggestive of550

the influence of surface layer properties throughout the entire mixed layer
during unstable periods, implying that vertical mixing in the mixed layer is
influenced by surface layer properties regardless of height. It is worth not-
ing that the magnitudes of σw/u∗ are lower in the upper mixed layer than
the lower mixed layer, which is expected, as the strength of surface forcings555

(i.e., thermals, surface friction drag) decreases with increasing height. This
relationship suggests that scaling arguments may be relevant and accurate
throughout the entirety of the mixed layer.

Despite the extensive observational data available for this study, several op-
portunities exist to provide a more robust analysis of turbulence in the UBL.560

Chief among these are the availability of data at the Manhattan site, where
the lack of lidar data at the site for the entire calendar year, as in Queens
and Staten Island, removes a useful dataset from the analysis and hinders fur-
ther analysis of spatial variability in the one of the most heavily urbanized
neighborhoods in New York City. The incorporation of high-frequency tem-565

perature (T ) and specific humidity (q) measurements would be an invaluable
addition to the study of turbulent transports of heat and moisture through
the mixed layer, as is frequently done in studies using eddy-covariance meth-
ods in the surface and inertial sublayers. Additionally, the lack of >1 Hz lidar
data in the three wind directions at each site is an obstacle to resolving the570

highest frequency signals for turbulence throughout the mixed layer, which
is a level of resolution afforded by many sonic anemometers, which allows
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for analysis at high temporal resolutions to occur at the lowest levels of the
boundary layer. In addition to additional remotely-sensed data, the incorpo-
ration of observations at ground level would allow for the observation of the575

entire UBL. With regards to the analyses performed herein, this might im-
prove the accuracy of derived quantities relevant for scaling purposes, such
as w∗. This would facilitate the analysis of interactions between the surface
and mixed layer, which supports the investigation of the applicability (or lack
thereof) of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory to the UBL (Pelliccioni et al.,580

2012; Theeuwes et al., 2019). This question has relevant implications, due to
the widespread use of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory in numerical weather
prediction models. This is especially important, as there is a need for improved
representation and forecasting of atmospheric processes at smaller scales over
heterogeneous terrain, such as cities (A. Baklanov et al., 2018; Ronda et al.,585

2017).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Map of observation sites and (b) building heights in New York
City (approximately 50 m resolution). Locations within the NYS Mesonet are
identified with a red dot, whereas independent locations are identified with a
purple dot.
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Fig. 2: Composite diurnal mean occurrence fraction of surface stability at
the observation sites, categorized into highly unstable (ζ < −0.5), unstable
(−0.5 ≤ ζ < −0.1), neutral (−0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.1), stable (0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.5), and
highly stable (0.5 ≤ ζ) conditions. The black dots show the observation count
for each hour.
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Fig. 3: Drag coefficients (CD) at the Queens and Staten Island observation
sites taken during neutral surface stability (−0.1 ≤ ζ < 0.1) conditions, as a
function of wind direction (in degrees). Scatter plots show individual points,
while error bars show mean and ± 2-σ values.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Vertical profiles of (a) mean horizontal wind and (b) variance of vertical
velocity, averaged by stability group. Shading indicates ± 2-σ from the mean
over the observation period.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Wind roses showing composite mean wind direction, wind direction
frequency percentage, and the corresponding wind speeds at the Manhattan,
Queens, and Staten Island sites during different stability regimes.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Turbulent intensity profiles over heights normalized by boundary layer
height for (a) zonal and (b) vertical directions, grouped by stability.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7: Comparison of turbulent intensity profiles with empirical relationships
derived in Matthias Roth (2000) in the (a) zonal, (b) meridional, and (c)
vertical directions for the lower mixed layer, grouped by stability. Error bars
show ±2 − σ from the mean over the observation period.
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Fig. 8: Normalized power spectra for w at the Manhattan (MANH) observation
site, averaged over stability group. Shading indicates ± 2-σ from the mean over
the observation period. The -5/3 Kolmogorov curve is shown as the dotted
black line.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9: Comparison of normalized vertical variance, σw/u∗, for Queens and
Staten Island with studies referenced in Table 4 at 200 m a.g.l and 1000 m
a.g.l., respectively. Grey dots represent 30 min data points from study sites.
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Fig. 10: Variance of zonal winds normalized by convective velocity, w∗, com-
pared to observations from Lenschow et al. (1980) (shown as the green dashed
line).
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Fig. 11: Variance of vertical velocities normalized by convective velocity, w∗,
compared to observations from Lenschow et al. (1980) (red dashed line) and
Sorbjan (1986) (grey dashed line).
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